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TICRA 11 IntroductionThe purpose of the present work is to optimize the warm optics in theBand 3 front-end for Alma. In [1] it was found, that the total aperturee�ciency of the Band 3 front-end varied considerably over thefrequency band. The objective is to redesign the two mirrors to obtaina better e�ciency at the lower end of the band without sacri�cing toomuch at the upper end. The procedure for calculating the variouse�ciencies of the front-end are explained in [1].2 Optimize one mirror onlyThe optics of the Band 3 front-end is shown in Fig. 1. The �rst mirror

Figure 1: Dimetric plot of original mirror con�guration.(M1) is a concave section of an ellipsoid with a focal length of 203 mm,whereas the second mirror (M2) is at. Table I shows the e�ect ofvarying the focal length of M1 around the design value. It is obviousthat the design value is optimum at 84 GHz, so nothing is gained byvarying the shape of M1 only.



2 TICRAM1 �tot [%]f [mm] 84 GHz 100 GHz 115 GHz197 80.30 80.90 81.96199 80.48 81.10 82.70201 80.59 81.22 83.36203 80.62 81.26 83.93205 80.59 81.22 84.39207 80.48 81.11 84.73209 80.32 80.94 84.96Table I: Total e�ciencies for Band 3 front-end with varying curvature ofM1. Feed x-polarized.3 Optimize both mirrorsThe next step is to modify both mirrors. A large number of calculationsfor increasing curvature of M2 leads to an optimum �tot of 84.50 % at84 GHz for an x-polarized feed. The corresponding mirrors have focallengths of 181 mm for M1 and -900 mm for M2, the minus signindicating that the mirror is convex in contrast to the concave mirrorM1. In Table II a number of intermediary results are shown. Case No.0 corresponds to the original design, Case No. 4 corresponds to theoptimum design, and the cases between correspond to increasingcurvatures of M2. The table gives a break down of �tot in constituentparts, both for x- and y-polarization. It is noted that the di�erencebetween x- and y-polarization is very small. Tables III and IV show thee�ciencies at 100 GHz and 115 GHz of all 5 cases. Notice that anincrease in e�ciency is obtained at all 3 frequencies, and that �tot isalmost identical for the 3 frequencies for the optimal design. TheCase f M1 f M2 Feed �sp�over �pol �amp �phase �totNo. [mm] [mm] pol. [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]0 203 1 x 95.90 99.77 84.85 99.31 80.62y 95.86 99.77 84.82 99.30 80.561 195 -2500 x 95.84 99.77 87.44 99.05 82.82y 95.80 99.77 87.42 99.04 82.762 189 -1600 x 95.13 99.78 89.12 98.92 83.68y 95.09 99.77 89.11 98.91 83.623 185 -1200 x 94.51 99.78 90.37 98.82 84.21y 94.47 99.78 90.36 98.81 84.164 181 -900 x 93.55 99.78 91.70 98.72 84.50y 93.52 99.79 91.69 98.71 84.47Table II: E�ciencies for Band 3 front-end at 84 GHz.optimum mirror design is shown in Fig. 2. As a �nal possibility a seriesof calculations were made to check whether an extra increase in



TICRA 3
Case f M1 f M2 Feed �sp�over �pol �amp �phase �totNo. [mm] [mm] pol. [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]0 203 1 x 96.36 99.63 85.57 98.91 81.26y 96.35 99.63 85.60 98.90 81.281 195 -2500 x 96.21 99.64 88.21 98.67 83.43y 96.22 99.64 88.24 98.65 83.462 189 -1600 x 95.44 99.64 89.91 98.92 84.24y 95.46 99.65 89.95 98.50 84.273 185 -1200 x 94.79 99.65 91.12 98.44 84.72y 94.81 99.65 91.15 98.42 84.754 181 -900 x 93.84 99.65 92.32 98.41 84.97y 93.86 99.66 93.35 98.40 85.00Table III: E�ciencies for Band 3 front-end at 100 GHz.

Case f M1 f M2 Feed �sp�over �pol �amp �phase �totNo. [mm] [mm] pol. [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]0 203 1 x 93.99 99.75 91.56 97.77 83.93y 94.05 99.74 91.61 97.77 84.021 195 -2500 x 93.77 99.74 93.92 97.96 86.05y 93.84 99.74 93.94 97.99 86.152 189 -1600 x 92.60 99.74 95.21 97.86 86.06y 92.67 99.74 95.23 97.88 86.153 185 -1200 x 91.61 99.75 96.08 97.95 85.99y 91.67 99.74 96.09 97.98 86.084 181 -900 x 90.20 99.75 96.85 98.25 85.62y 90.23 99.75 96.85 98.27 85.66Table IV: E�ciencies for Band 3 front-end at 115 GHz.



4 TICRA

Figure 2: Dimetric plot of optimum mirror con�guration.e�ciency could be obtained by increasing the apertures of the two�lters and the cryostat window. Increasing the radii of each by 10 % forCase No. 4, however, only lead to an increase in �tot of 0.02 % at 84GHz, 0.09 % at 100 GHz and 0.11 % at 115 GHz , so this possibilitywas discarded.



TICRA 54 Analysis of full front-endThe far �eld output from the optimum mirror design, Case No. 4 inSection 3, is now calculated in E and H plane for the three frequenciesanalyzed. The analysis is made for two feed polarizations, x-polarizationwith the E-plane of the feed in the symmetry plane (x-z plane) andy-polarization with the E-plane of the feed in the plane orthogonal tothe symmetry plane. The result is shown in Fig. 3, 4, and 5.

(a) Feed x-polarized (b) Feed y-polarizedFigure 3: Radiation patterns for front-end at 84 GHz. Co-polar patternin the symmetry and orthogonal planes, X-polar in the orthogonal plane.

(a) Feed x-polarized (b) Feed y-polarizedFigure 4: Radiation patterns for front-end at 100 GHz. Co-polar patternin the symmetry and orthogonal planes, X-polar in the orthogonal plane.The result is shown as Co-polar pattern in the symmetry plane (E forx-polarization and H for y-polarization) and Co-polar and X-polar
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(a) Feed x-polarized (b) Feed y-polarizedFigure 5: Radiation patterns for front-end at 115 GHz. Co-polar patternin the symmetry and orthogonal planes, X-polar in the orthogonal plane.pattern in the orthogonal plane. Due to symmetry there is no X-polar�eld in the symmetry plane.



TICRA 75 Mirror parametersThe mirror parameters for the 5 cases in Section 3 are listed in TablesV and VI. The parameters listed are chosen in accordance with thosepresented on p. 74 in [2]. Notice that for mirror M1 the positioning isunaltered, only the curvature is increased slightly with increasing casenumber. Mirror M2 is positioned such that the tangent plane at theposition (P2) where the centre ray is reected is identical to the planemirror in Case No. 0. The edge curves used in the 5 cases all haveidentical projections on the tangent planes through P2 and the similarpoint P1 on M1. Notice that for Cases Nos. 1, 2 and 3 M2 is theconvex side of a hyperboloid, while for Case No. 4 it is the convex sideof an ellipsoid.Case f R.in R.out a b A0No. [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]0 203 270.729686534351 811.433348928900 541.08151773 424.785885677 670.3019026061 195 263.520607198030 749.942542906902 506.73157505 402.899750335 614.6500803962 189 257.986639283264 706.795914848482 482.391277066 387.009240271 575.9346912083 185 254.234932388071 679.331384743240 466.783158566 376.64669655 551.4482137024 181 250.432119606470 652.842141442371 451.63710524 366.458514243 527.955509516Table V: Optimized parameters for M1.Case f R.in R.out a b A0No. [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]0 1 1 1 1 1 11 -2500 -1576.17399168884 4265.34319641597 1334.58460236 2330.44713647 5381.037672702 -1600 -1338.78177719130 8200.23511558318 3430.72666920 2978.02428781 9085.926290163 -1200 -1174.93019998215 56239.6285161825 27532.3491580 7306.13078429 56970.51157204 -900 -1010.09766503958 -8257.10425565098 4633.60096034 2595.70751574 7676.60350738Table VI: Optimized parameters for M2.



8 TICRA6 Rotate mirror M2Since the warm optics is required to be able to operate also when themirror M2 is rotated slightly, it is now investigated whether theoptimization of the optics has a detrimental inuence in this situation.In Fig. 6 is shown the position of the "Angle Change Point" aroundwhich M2 rotates. The position is deduced from the drawings in [3] as24.552 mm from the point P2 where the centre ray is reected from M2.The rotation angle is 0:618o clockwise in the projection in Fig. 6.Obviously the "Phase reference point" for the output beam, also shownin Fig. 6 must also be rotated (2� 0:618o), but it must also bedisplaced laterally to remain on the centre ray and thus minimise thephase variation in the far �eld. More precisely the Phase Centre ismoved from (x; z) = (124:61132mm; 178:74947112mm) in the �xed feedcoordinate system, to (x; z) = (126:11403mm; 178:44798983mm), i.e. amovement of 1.533 mm. In Figs. 7, 8, and 9 the new output beams in

Figure 6: Dimetric plot of optimum mirror con�guration withM2 rotated0:618o clockwise.the modi�ed output coordinate system are shown for Case No. 4(optimum con�guration).
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(a) Feed x-polarized (b) Feed y-polarizedFigure 7: Radiation patterns for front-end at 84 GHz with M2 rotated.Co-polar pattern in the symmetry and orthogonal planes, X-polar in theorthogonal plane.

(a) Feed x-polarized (b) Feed y-polarizedFigure 8: Radiation patterns for front-end at 100 GHz with M2 rotated.Co-polar pattern in the symmetry and orthogonal planes, X-polar in theorthogonal plane.
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(a) Feed x-polarized (b) Feed y-polarizedFigure 9: Radiation patterns for front-end at 115 GHz with M2 rotated.Co-polar pattern in the symmetry and orthogonal planes, X-polar in theorthogonal plane.The e�ciencies of the new beams have been calculated and comparedto the e�ciencies of the beams for the default case, Case No. 0, withM2 tilted in the same output coordinate system. Tables VII, VIII, andIX compare the results for Cases Nos. 0 and 4.Case f M1 f M2 Feed �sp�over �pol �amp �phase �totNo. [mm] [mm] pol. [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]0 203 1 x 95.90 99.77 84.85 99.31 80.62y 95.86 99.77 84.82 99.30 80.564 181 -900 x 93.53 99.79 91.72 98.70 84.50y 93.51 99.79 91.69 98.70 84.45Table VII: E�ciencies for Band 3 front-end at 84 GHz with M2 rotated0:618o and output coordinate system rotated 2� 0:618o.Case f M1 f M2 Feed �sp�over �pol �amp �phase �totNo. [mm] [mm] pol. [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]0 203 1 x 96.35 99.63 85.57 98.91 81.25y 96.35 99.63 85.60 98.89 81.274 181 -900 x 93.83 99.65 92.34 98.38 84,95y 93.85 99.66 92.36 98.37 84.97Table VIII: E�ciencies for Band 3 front-end at 100 GHz withM2 rotated0:618o and output coordinate system rotated 2� 0:618o.



TICRA 11Case f M1 f M2 Feed �sp�over �pol �amp �phase �totNo. [mm] [mm] pol. [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]0 203 1 x 93.99 99.75 91.56 97.75 83.91y 94.05 99.74 91.61 97.76 84.004 181 -900 x 90.18 99.75 96.86 98.21 85.57y 90.21 99.75 96.87 98.22 85.61Table IX: E�ciencies for Band 3 front-end at 115 GHz with M2 rotated0:618o and output coordinate system rotated 2� 0:618o.When the results are compared to those in Section 3 it is obvious thatthe improvement in e�ciency is practically identical in the case whereM2 is rotated.



12 TICRA7 Misaligned mirror M2For mechanical reasons, the mirror M2 cannot be aligned with 100%accuracy. It is therefore investigated whether the optimization of theoptics has a detrimental inuence in the case of a small misalignment ofM2. More precisely, the e�ciencies of the front-end output beam iscalculated in the case where M2 is moved �0:4mm along the x-axis (inthe plane of symmetry) or +0:4mm along the y-axis (due to symmetry,an analysis of a movement of �0:4mm is redundant). Only the mirroris displaced, while the output coordinate system is unchanged.In Figs. 10, 11, and 12 the new output beams for the displaced mirrorare shown for Case No. 4 (optimum con�guration). Since the beamsdeviate insigni�cantly, all 3 displacements have been collected in each�gure.

(a) Feed x-polarized (b) Feed y-polarizedFigure 10: Radiation patterns for front-end at 84 GHz withM2 displaced.Co-polar pattern in the symmetry and orthogonal planes, X-polar in theorthogonal plane.The e�ciencies of the new beams have been calculated. Tables X, XI,and XII show the results for Case No. 4.Comparison of Tables X, XI, and XII with Tables II, III, and IV show adeviation of less than 0.01% in total e�ciency.
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(a) Feed x-polarized (b) Feed y-polarizedFigure 11: Radiation patterns for front-end at 100 GHz with M2 dis-placed. Co-polar pattern in the symmetry and orthogonal planes, X-polar in the orthogonal plane.

(a) Feed x-polarized (b) Feed y-polarizedFigure 12: Radiation patterns for front-end at 115 GHz with M2 dis-placed. Co-polar pattern in the symmetry and orthogonal planes, X-polar in the orthogonal plane.
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Displacement Feed �sp�over �pol �amp �phase �tot[mm] pol. [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]+0.4 along x x 93.54 99.78 91.69 98.73 84.49y 93.52 99.79 91.68 98.72 84.46-0.4 along x x 93.55 99.79 91.70 98.72 84.50y 93.52 99.79 91.69 98.71 84.47+0.4 along y x 93.54 99.78 91.69 98.72 84.50y 93.52 99.79 91.68 98.71 84.46Table X: E�ciencies for Band 3 front-end at 84 GHz with M2 displaced0.4 mm Only data for Case No. 4 have been calculated.
Displacement Feed �sp�over �pol �amp �phase �tot[mm] pol. [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]+0.4 along x x 93.84 99.65 92.32 98.42 84,96y 93.86 99.66 92.35 98.41 85.00-0.4 along x x 93.84 99.65 92.32 98.41 84.96y 93.86 99.65 92.35 98.40 84.99+0.4 along y x 93.84 99.65 92.32 98.41 84.96y 93.86 99.66 92.35 98.40 85.00Table XI: E�ciencies for Band 3 front-end at 100 GHz withM2 displaced0.4 mm Only data for Case No. 4 have been calculated.
Displacement Feed �sp�over �pol �amp �phase �tot[mm] pol. [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]+0.4 along x x 90.19 99.75 96.85 98.25 85.61y 90.23 99.74 96.85 98.27 85.66-0.4 along x x 90.19 99.75 96.85 98.25 85.61y 90.23 99.75 96.85 98.27 85.66+0.4 along y x 90.19 99.75 96.85 98.25 85.61y 90.23 99.75 96.85 98.27 85.65Table XII: E�ciencies for Band 3 front-end at 115 GHz withM2 displaced0.4 mm Only data for Case No. 4 have been calculated.



TICRA 158 ConclusionThe document contains the results of an optimization of the warmoptics of the Band 3 front-end for ALMA. The optics has beenoptimized with respect to total aperture e�ciency, and the resultobtained shows an e�ciency of 84.5 % to 85.5 % over the entirefrequency band which represents an improvement of approximately 3.8% at 84 GHz and 100 GHz and 1.7 % at 115 GHz. Subsequently it hasbeen investigated whether a rotation of the second mirror of 0:618oa�ected the improvement in e�ciency, and the result was, that theinuence of the rotation was extremely small. Finally it wasinvestigated how a small misalignment of 0.4mm of the second mirrorwould a�ect the e�ciency, anf it was found that the change in e�ciencywas less than 0.01%. References[1] Albertsen, N. Chr., "Analysis of Band 3 front end for ALMA",S-1510-01, December 2008.[2] Alma, "FEND-40.02.00.00-035-B-REP-Appendix3-20061122.pdf",November 2006.[3] Alma, "FEND-40.01.03.00-005-C-DWG-all.pdf", February 2007.178
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